No student, pastor or worship leader should be without this extensive and valuable resource. Never
before has such a large volume of worship related materials been made available in such an
economical and usable format. An unparalleled study center for students of religion, worship arts,
and sacred music – available now in convenient semester or annual subscriptions.
“A valuable resource for exploring the richly textured worship heritage of the
Christian church. It is at once broad and specific, with a clarity of focus that
challenges readers to understand the present by looking at the past and to think
critically but sensitively about why and how Christians worship.”
Edith Blumhofer
Professor of History, Wheaton College
Executive Director, Institute for the Study of American Evangelicals
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Thousands of scholarly and applicational articles covering a wide range of topics including Sunday worship, the
arts in worship, special services, seasonal worship, and the ministries of worship
Foundational materials that describe and explain the worshiping church’s biblical and historical heritage
The full content of the Gold Medallion Award winning Complete Library of Christian Worship
Key resources from texts and publications representing hundreds of publishers
The worship practices of more than 60 traditional and contemporary denominations, ministries, and fellowships –
each written by a representative from that group
Hundreds of new articles, book summaries, excerpts and other resources added each month

An exciting personal bonus . . . get published and earn royalties!
Professors from participating schools and student subscribers may submit non-exclusive content for inclusion
on the site. Providers of acceptable content will be paid royalties on a quarterly, pro rata (per page-view) basis.
Please note: All submissions will be reviewed for biblical and historical orthodoxy prior to inclusion and any content from a student must
come with a recommendation from a professor.
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